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poems are all taken from Michael Rosen's books and this series of. Commonly used words are
shown in bold. Rare words are dimmed. Click on a word above to view its definition. Commonly
used words are shown in bold. Rare words are dimmed. Click on a word above to view its
definition.
How to Write a Rhyming Poem. Rhyme can add a driving music to your poems, giving them a
memorable quality that can be a lot of fun. While not all poems . A poem doesn't have to rhyme,
but rhyming can create a rhythm to poetry and make it pleasing to the ear. Rhyming can also
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Chapter 2 – How to Rhyme. A rhyme is when two words end with the same sound. For example,
moon rhymes with spoon because they both end with an oon sound. Teachers and pupils, send
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Chocolate poems written by famous poets. Browse through to read poems for chocolate. This
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